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This advertisement, published in July, 1945
shows the promotion of a solution for wound

anti-sepsis. It was the culture extract of a
bacillus, isolated from soil samples. Probably,
this culture extract had some exotoxins secreted
by the bacteria. Very cleverly, the advertisement
emphasises an “earth-derived” panacea and
thus, “natural”. This was supposed to increase
its acceptability.

In 1939, Rene J. Dubos published an article
in which he described a bacterium he had isolated
from pooled soil samples. Addition of this
bacterium concentrate to staphylococcal culture
led to cell lysis in vitro. Thus, he deduced that
this soil bacillus had anti-bacterial properties
against gram-positive pathogenic bacteria. In
USA, some Pharma companies (one of which
is shown in this picture) seized on the
commercial opportunities of this discovery and
started selling the bacterial culture extract (mentioned
here as Dubos’ bacillus) for wound dressing.

Later experiments revealed the active antibiotics
in these concentrates (synthesized by the soil bacilli):
Tyrothricin and Gramicidin. Tyrothricin, shown in this
image, was found to be very toxic and abandoned.
Gramicidin is sometimes used still now. Although this
was a very crude method of wound antibiosis, it was
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an important step in anti-sepsis in that era, when
antibiotics were still elusive.
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Science knows no country, because knowledge belongs to humanity, and
is the torch which illuminates the world.

— Louis Pasteur


